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Our latest Dot Property Group Report 
focuses on a single question that may shift 
the landscape of the Thai capital’s real 
estate market: Are Bangkok condos 
making a comeback?  
 
While housing has dominated the Bangkok 
real estate market over the past few years, 
the condo sector is vital to both developers 
and real estate agents. Recovering demand 
here would help ease oversupply while 
eventually providing a pathway for 
homebuilders to launch new projects. 
Alternatively, continued sluggishness could 
see firms continue to focus on low-rise 
homes.  
 
The Dot Property Group Report: Are 
Bangkok Condos Making a Comeback? 
explores the market situation using data 
collected from our network of leading 
websites. We gathered information as it 
related to the market to gain a better 
understanding of demand for property 
throughout the Kingdom. 
 
When we say demand, we are referring to 
inquiries made by a person through one of 
our sites. In our view, this captures a 
tangible act of interest which can be used 
to represent a form of demand. 
 
These insights provide a glimpse into 
where the situation has been and where it 
could be heading this year.. 
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After three years of underwhelming 
performances, there are signs the Bangkok 
condo market is making a comeback. 
Demand rose noticeably among both 
domestic and overseas property seekers 
during the last six months of 2022 and 
continued to be strong in January.  
 
Bangkok condo demand from foreign buyers 
picked up by 48.6 percent in the second half 
of 2022 when compared to the first six months 
of the year while domestic interest increased 
by 29.5 percent over the same time period.  
 
Demand for houses and condo units in 
Bangkok was nearly even between January 
and August with the latter noticeably pulling 
away during the final four months of last year. 
This continued in January of 2023 when 
inquiries for condominiums in the Thai capital 
made via the Dot Property Group network of 
websites were far greater than those received 
for homes (See Top Left Graph). 
 
There are a few notable reasons as to why 
Bangkok condos are making a comeback. The 
resumption of tourism in 2022 as well as 
upticks in household consumption and 
private investment all had a positive impact 
on the real estate market. So too, did 
government measures reducing transfer and 
mortgage fees. 
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Additionally, many of Bangkok’s planned 
public transport lines are close to completion. 
According to the Mass Rapid Transit Authority 
of Thailand, the Orange, Yellow and Pink Lines 
are more than 90 percent complete with trial 
runs of all three expected to start in late 2023 
or early 2024.   
 
The rise in Bangkok condo demand last year is 
a positive development but may not be a 
cure-all for the sector. Supply continues to be 
far greater than interest, according to the Real 
Estate Information Center which added 
projects must have a clear target buyer in 
mind or risk becoming lost in the sea of 
unsold units. 
 
It’s important to note that this does not mean 
the Bangkok housing market will see interest 
fall. On the contrary, demand here was steady 
throughout 2022 and appears to have settled 
at its current level. A more limited supply has 
also impacted this sector with several 
homebuilders reporting brisk sales for their 
launches. 
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What’s in store for the Bangkok 
condo market in 2023? 
 
While Bangkok condos made a comeback in 
2022 and appear to be on the same trajectory 
over the first two months of 2023, a few 
challenges exist. Rising interest rates, inflation 
and geo-political conflict could all negatively 
affect the market over the coming year. 
 
There is also the curious case of the Thai baht 
which fluctuated widely over the past 12 
months. The rise in overseas Bangkok condo 
demand coincided with the currency being at 
its weakest level against the US Dollar in five 
years. It strengthened to start 2023 but that 
has reversed once again. 
 
However, it’s not all bad news. Tourism is full 
speed ahead with arrivals expected to come in 
around 20-30 million this year. China’s 
reopening will aid in those efforts while 
boosting Thai exports in 2023.  
 
For developers, new launches this year will 
continue to focus on housing projects where 
there is a better balance between supply and 
demand. Those with unsold condo supply will 
hope the increase in interest across the 
Bangkok condo market assists in their 
attempts to offload these units.  
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Unsurprisingly, Greater Sukhumvit is the most 
popular condo location in Bangkok with the 
districts of Watthana and Khlong Toei 
accounting for nearly 30 percent of all condo 
demand in the Thai capital last year. Of course, 
there is a reason for that. 
 
It has far more condo supply than anywhere 
else in the city. Developers have spent years 
launching projects here which extend from 
the Chalerm Maha Nakhon Expressway to 
Sukhumvit 71 and beyond. 
 
Greater Sukhumvit condo demand peaked in 
the third quarter of 2022, although the fourth 
quarter was up significantly over the first half 
of the year. This coincides with trends across 
the Bangkok condo market. 
 
In terms of price point, Greater Sukhumvit 
units priced between THB5-10 million were 
the most popular, registering 28.6 percent of 
all demand in 2022. This was followed closely 
by the THB10-20 million price point which 
received 26.6 percent of Bangkok condo 
inquiries received by the Dot Property Group 
network of websites. Superluxury units from 
THB20 million and above obtained 23 percent 
of interest. 
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Homebuilders face massive 
competition  

Greater Sukhumvit condo demand may have 
trended upward last year, but buyers have 
plenty of options. This heavy competition 
means it’s absolutely vital that condominium 
projects in this part of Bangkok have a very 
clear target audience and can communicate 
that to agents and the greater public. 

In the THB10-20 million price range, Hyde 
Heritage Thonglor is an excellent example of a 
condo development that has done just that. It 
has effectively differentiated itself in a location 
where a lot of competition exists. This was 
accomplished by leveraging the knowledge 
and strength of each joint venture partner to 
create a unique residential experience that 
appeals to a specific demographic. 

The Estelle Phrom Phong stands out at the 
higher end of the price spectrum. Developer 
Raimon Land knew exactly what buyers in 
that location wanted in terms of space and 
design. Instead of getting caught up in what 
others were doing, the firm went all in on a 
different vision that resonates with property 
seekers. 

Meanwhile, homebuilders unable to deviate 
from what worked in the past or create 
unique selling points that resonate with a 
public not spoilt for choice in the Greater 
Sukhumvit area will continue to find 
themselves in a challenging environment. This 
is especially true in the THB5-10 million 
segment where competition is greatest.  
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The central Bangkok condo market covering 
Sathon, Silom, the area around Lumpini Park, 
Wireless Road, Siam and Ploen Chit differs 
from other locations throughout the city. Land 
prices here are the most expensive in the 
capital which means most projects launched 
here either focus on superluxury buyers or 
feature a vast number of units.  
 
Examples of the latter include the 1,444-unit 
Noble Ploenchit, the 755-unit 125 Sathorn and 
the 787-unit Supalai Icon Sathorn which sits 
on the former Australian Embassy site. 
Projects in this group can struggle to attract 
buyers as they weigh the location's pros 
against the fact they can purchase a similarly 
sized unit of the same quality for much less 
only a few MRT or BTS stations away. 
 
Meanwhile, the high-end luxury segment is 
appealing because people tend to pay in cash. 
In terms of demand, units priced at THB20 
million and above received 30.2 percent of all 
interest here last year. Those in the THB10-20 
million price range recorded 25.4 percent of 
demand. 
 
Projects finding success in the THB10-20 
million segment are mostly ones offering 
larger units, diverse unit layouts, modern 
amenities focused on lifestyle or a 
combination of all three. Examples of this 
include Dusit Parkside and Tait 12.  
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Quick Facts 

Most Popular Price Point: THB20+ Mil 

Most In-Demand Month in 2022: September 

Biggest Challenge: Projects not aligned with market 
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• Park Origin Chula Samyan 
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Condo units in central Bangkok priced at 
THB5-10 million were the second most 
popular in 2022. Some of that is related to 
supply. However, it is also important to point 
out projects around Chulalongkorn University, 
such as Park Origin Chula Samyan and Ideo 
Chula Samyan, in this price range as these 
have posted strong sales rates.   
 
Looking ahead 
 
There should be some interesting activity 
throughout the Central Bangkok condo 
market with some high-profile launches 
expected in the near future. Recently, Proud 
Estate made its foray into the Bangkok condo 
scene with Romm Convent opening for 
presales. Prices at the project located across 
from BNH Hospital start at THB8.5 million. 
 
One Bangkok will eventually have three 
residential towers, although only plans for one 
have been announced. This is located in the 
same tower as the Ritz-Carlton Bangkok but 
will feature branding and management 
different from the hotel. The other two 
residential projects are stand-alone towers. 
Only leasehold ownership will be available. 
 
Finally, Hong Kong-based Swire Properties is 
expected to launch a new condominium via a 
joint venture with City Realty after a 
purchasing a stake in the land from HKR 
International. No timeline has been given for 
when the project will hit the market, but the 
firm announced this is slated to be a luxury 
development.  
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The first four months were nothing to 
remember for the Bangkok condo rental 
market. However, a slow start was forgotten 
by the time June rolled around and interest 
remained well above first quarter levels 
throughout the remainder of 2022 and into 
this year. 
 
At the start of 2022, COVID still lingered with a 
spike of cases in December temporarily 
delaying the country’s reopening. Over the 
next few months, things returned to normal 
with tourism arrivals welcomed without 
restrictions and in-person work resuming. 
Both undoubtedly caused interest in Bangkok 
condo rentals to rise post-Songkran.  
 
Greater Sukhumvit remains the epicenter of 
the Bangkok condo rental market with this 
area recording 41.2 percent of demand. It was 
followed by Central Bangkok and Silom CBD 
which accounted for 12.8 and 11.1 percent of 
condominium rental inquiries made via the 
Dot Property Group network of websites last 
year.  
 
The top five locations are all served by the BTS 
or MRT which once again highlights the 
impact this has. With several future rail lines 
scheduled to come online no later than 2025, 
it will be interesting to see if projects around 
these potentially siphon off demand. 
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In terms of price, Bangkok condo units with a 
monthly rent between THB10,000-THB20,000 
were the most popular. These garnered 36.7 
percent of interest last year. Condominiums 
with a THB20,000-THB50,000 monthly rental 
collected 33 percent of demand.   
 
While demand for Bangkok condo rentals 
rose during the second half of 2022, it remains 
a tenant’s market overall. The oversupply of 
condominiums in areas such as Greater 
Sukhumvit gives prospective renters flexibility 
in negotiations as they know something else 
is always available.    
 
In the THB10,000-THB20,000 monthly rental 
segment, it is possible to find multiple units in 
the same building in addition to other projects 
nearby. Without the fear of missing out, it’s 
not unusual for prospective tenants to walk 
away from reasonable rental rates in hopes of 
finding something for even less.  
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Disclaimer 
All materials presented in this report are under copyright and proprietary to Dot Property. Information has been obtained from materials and 
sources believed to be reliable at the date of publication. We have not verified contents and don’t guarantee warranty or representation of 
them. Readers are responsible for independently assessing the relevance, accuracy and completeness of this publication. Dot Property is not 
responsible for any loss, damage, cost or expense of any person using or relying on information in this publication.  
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